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Chairman’s Corner

The Strong People: five years in creation,
hundreds of years in the making. By Jeromy Sullivan

The Tribe will mark a momentous

While you’re decking the halls and
spending
time with family and friends, I
occasion with the publication of The Strong
want
to
encourage
you to take a moment
People: A History of the Port Gamble
S’Klallam Tribe. It’s a seemingly impossible to think about your neighbors. It’s easy in
the whirlwind of the holiday spirit to forget
task to condense centuries of culture and
that there are people who need a little extra
history into a few hundred pages, but
boost during this time of year. Whether it’s a
somehow the people behind this book have
warm meal, a toy for a child, or just a smile
managed to do just that.
or hug, there are little things
Five years in creation,
you can do to make someone
but hundreds of years in the
else’s holiday season special.
...While you’re
making, The Strong People
Here are a few simple ways
was a labor of love for the
decking the halls and you can help:
S’Klallam elders, members,
spending time with • Donate to the local food
historians, and staff who
contributed to this project. The
family and friends, bank. Unfortunately, with
economy where it is, the
Strong People is unique in that
I want to encourage the
offerings on the shelves at our
it was a collaborative effort
you to take a moment Tribe’s food bank are looking
that weaves together narratives
from a number of different
to think about your a little scarce. If you can, the
next time you’re out grocery
authors, including Ron Charles,
neighbors...
shopping, pick up a nonGina Stevens, Ted George,
perishable item (e.g. canned
Laurie Mattson, Sharon Purser,
goods,
dried pasta, rice, beans, etc)
Emily Mansfield, Greg Anderson, and Ron
for donation. In addition, if you
Hirschi.
know a family who’s struggling,
The Strong People begins with our
offer to share your table with them.
Tribe’s migration to Port Gamble Bay
Sometimes a good meal can make all
and takes readers through a journey that
the difference!
stretches from the Treaty of Point No Point
• Make Christmas wishes come true
and the Port Gamble mill to the formation
by pledging to give a gift to a child
of our reservation and the challenges we
from a family in need. Beginning in
face as a Tribe today. There’s even a chapter
December in the Tribal Center, we’ll
on baseball. I’ll admit that’s one of my
have a tree set up with ornaments
favorites.
bearing the names of children in our
The book is for sale to the public in
community and the items they want
January through the Tribal Center and we’re
or need for the holidays. Gifts can be
working to also make it available through
dropped off to the Tribal Center. This
local bookstores.
is a simple way to help and it means
I would like to extend a special thanks
so much.
to everyone who worked so tirelessly on this
• Make an effort to check in on
project. Your persistence and passion shine
elders and those who cannot easily
through in the final product!
leave their homes. This becomes
especially important during cold
A reminder to help your neighbor
weather and storms that, around here,
often cause power outages.
this holiday season>>>
The holidays are here and Christmas is
From my family to yours—Have a merry
just around the corner!
Christmas and very happy New Year!
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News Updates
MacTakeover>>>
Students from Kingston
Middle School will participating in a MacTakeover at
Kingston McDonald’s the
evening of December 8th.
Proceeds will help fund their
once in a life time science
trip to Kennedy Space Center
in Florida.

Funeral Benefit
Policy Revision>>>
The Tribe provides funeral
services for enrolled tribal
members under a negotiated
arrangement with Cook
Family Funeral Home on
Bainbridge Island. Tribal
members are encouraged
to make pre-arrangements
for funeral services through
the assistance of tribal staff
or directly on-line through
Cook Family Funeral
Home at http://www.
cookfamilyfuneralhome.com.
The entire policy is
available from Penny
Purser, 360/633-1890, or
Julia Anderson, 360/6331891. You can also find it
on the Tribe’s website for
registered users in Tribal
Documents and Policies
/ Benefits, Donations,
Fundraising, Grants.
The addition to the policy
follows:
For families of deceased

tribal members where it
is unfeasible to use Cook
Family Funeral Home, the
Tribe’s Enrollment Clerk (or
designee) will work with the
chosen funeral home to pay
up to $3,000 for services.
Those funeral homes that
are not Cook Family Funeral
Home should complete the
Tribe’s New Vendor Form
and send that Form and the
invoice directly to the Tribe’s
Enrollment Clerk, marked
“funeral assistance”. Any
funds owing for funeral
services above $3,000 is the
responsibility of the family.
The other change to the
policy is the addition of the
last sentence of the following
paragraph and applies
to fundraising events for
services that are conducted
on the Reservation:
Family Coordinated
Fundraising Events:
If families desire to do a
fundraising event (such as
a lunch) to cover funeral
expenses the donations are
to be made to the Tribe
and will be dispersed by
the Tribe to the person
responsible for the funeral
bills. A form to reserve the
kitchen must be completed
and the kitchen must be left
clean. If a family raises
funds in excess of the costs
of the funeral services, the
Tribe encourages families to
donate excess funds to the

Tribe for future funeral use
by other families.

Christmas
Certificate>>>
Tribal Members may pick
up Christmas certificate
between 12/1/12 thru
12/25/12
Valid only at Kingston IGA
(Non transferable to any
other store)
One Certificate per Tribal
member household.
Certificate may be presented
to Kingston IGA $60.00
worth of merchandise.
No alcohol or tobacco.
See Penny Purser or Rose
Purser in the Court building
behind the Main Tribal
Center. Monday - Friday
8:00 am – 4:30 pm Call
360-633-1890 or 360-2976246

The Port Gamble
S’Klallam Tribe
wishes your
family a safe
and Merry
Christmas!
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A Hero honored, an Uncle remembered
Rishad Brown, a
third grade student at
Wolfle Elementary
School in Kingstson,
was one of two
student selected to
read a story he had
written at the school’s
Veterans Assembly on
November 9th. Rishad
lives on the Port
Gamble S’Klallam
Reservation with his
grandparents, Ralph and Debbie Purser. His parents are
Debby and Jermaine Brown.
Rishad and his parents have given their permission to
share his story:

The Hero

Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday!
Ted George
December 20th

Cyrene
“Bun” Tooze
December 24th

The Giving Tree

A

t Christmas time last year many tribal employees as well
as community members were extremely generous in their
support of needy children in the community. If you would
like to sponsor a child this Holiday Season you may do so by
selecting a star from the Giving Tree. The Tree is located in the
main reception area of the tribal center by the front desk. If
you take a star from the tree please let myself or Stephanie
Carpenter know which number(s) you have so we can keep
track of who is sponsoring which child.
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The gifts do not need to be wrapped and can be turned into
Kim Clifford in the Children and Family Services building or to
Steph Carpenter at the Youth Center.
We can be reached at: Kim Clifford - kimc@
pgst.nsn.us (360) 297-9669 or Stephanie
Carpenter(Dixon) - sdixon@pgst.nsn.us (360)
633-0112
Many thanks to all of you who help make it possible for the
children to have a special holiday.

My Uncle Ben was a hero. He fought
in the Viet Nam War. He was a really
good soldier and he protected us by
fighting for us. He got a medal and a
purple star. We were proud of him. He
has a metal plate in his head because
he got shot. I barely knew him, but I
love him. He was proud when he came
home. He loved us all very much. He
died in 2004 and we really miss him a
lot. He was a good
man. And when I
talk about him I
almost cry. He did
good in the war.
Someday I want to
be a hero too, just
like my Uncle Ben.

The annual
Veterans
Honoring

T

he annual Veterans Honoring for the
Port Gamble S’Klallam was held at
the Elders Center on Monday, November
12th. Each year the Tribe honors tribal
and community members who served in
the military with dinner and a ceremony,
including gifts, color guard and, this year,
a 21-gun salute. Besides coordinating
the event and cooking and serving
the wonderful meal, volunteers place
banners along the roadside entering the
reservation for each of our veterans,
displaying their name, branch of service,
rank and the years they served.
Special tribute is paid to two or three
elder veterans each year. This year’s
Honorees were Harry Fulton, Bernard
Tom and Oliver Jones.
S’Klallam Elder and
veteran Aaron Purser
stands proudly with
his banner.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME: nəxʷx̣aʔ̕ əy, The Historic S’Klallam Name for Squamish Harbor

continued from page 1

Taking The Scenic Route, Bicyling To Work
Many tribal employees have
taken advantages of the cost,
environmental, and health benefits
associated with bicycle commuting.

There are several financial
benefits to bicycle commuting over
car commuting. The most obvious is
the purchase of a new bike versus a
new car. The average cost of a new
car is about $30,000 (National
Public Radio). A decent adult bike
can be bought at Sears for $150, for
about a two-hundredth of the price.
Also, bikes do not require any costs
associated with buying fuel or
insurance. Maintenance costs for a
bike are much cheaper than those for
an automobile.

ST
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it means
The Marijuana law What
for our reservation

A

s many of you know by now, Washington State
voters approved Initiative 502, to legalize, regulate
and tax sales of small amounts of marijuana to adults
21 years old and older. However, according to federal
law, marijuana is still considered a controlled substance
and is not legal. The State of Washington is currently
inquiring with the federal government to ascertain how
the federal government will respond to the recent state
initiative. Since federal law trumps state law, the federal
government could intervene and overturn the Washington
and Colorado results.
It is important to remember that, regardless of state and
federal law, marijuana is a controlled substance under
Port Gamble S’Klallam Law and use or possession of
marijuana is a criminal offense. There is no exception to
this law, not even for medicinal use.
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In addition to the legal ramifications of marijuana use
or possession on the Port Gamble S’Klallam Reservation,
testing positive for THC (the active component of
marijuana) during pre-employment screening will
result in disqualification for employment with the Tribe,
even with a prescription. Being under the influence
of marijuana on work time will remain grounds for
disciplinary action.
Every federal grant requires that we certify that the Tribe
will observe the Drug Free Workplace Act. The Drug
Free Workplace Act makes reference to the Controlled
Substances Act, which still lists marijuana as a Schedule
One illegal substance. If the Tribe was to change its Law
and Order Code to legalize of marijuana it could result
in the Tribe being declared ineligible for all existing or
future federal grants.

There are many environmental benefits to
bike commuting. It eliminates exhaust fumes
and reduces carbon emissions, a major
contributor to greenhouse gases and global
warming. Bike commuting also reduces the
number of cars on the road, therefore reducing
the need to build more roads, the use of fossil
fuels, and traffic congestion. Fewer idling cars
will improve regional air quality and will
reduce smog, which is formed from a reaction
of vehicle exhaust and sunlight.
There are many health benefits to bike
commuting. Biking is a great form of exercise
and a great way to burn calories. This will in
turn reduce one’s risk of coronary heart disease
and lower the one’s chance of becoming
overweight or obese.
Some of these health benefits can also be
related to the environmental benefits. Vehicle
combustion releases cancer-causing
polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHS), one of
which is benzo(a)pyrene. This same chemical
is also a component of creosote, one of the
main drivers of the Port Gamble Bay cleanup.
Also, reducing air pollution can improve the
conditions of those with asthma, emphysema,
and bronchitis and decrease the risk of lung
cancer and respiratory infections.

Gina Stevens, one of the tribal attorneys,
can be seen riding to work and riding around
the reservation on her days off. “There are lots
of reasons to ride a bike to work. It’s good for
my health, good for the environment, and I
don’t have to deal with parking. It’s too close
to not ride my bike.”
Steve Moe, another lawyer who works for
the Tribe, started biking to school in first grade.
“Commuting by bike is just normal for me.
I’ve been doing it all my life. I live close
enough to do it so it just feels natural. The
roads around here are just so bike-friendly.”
Steve Knowlton, an accountant for the
Tribe, finds biking to work to be a sort of
escape. “I feel good when I ride my bike. It’s a
way to escape and get away from my stresses.”
Jeromy Sullivan, the Tribal Chairman,
often commutes to work by bike. “I drive a
[Dodge] Durango, so I don’t like wasting gas
for the 0.63 miles. I like it for the exercise.
And the Wednesday or Thursday before pay
day, it doesn’t hurt to save the extra gas
money and walk or bike to work.”
Thanks to these employees for bikecommuting to work, promoting a healthy
lifestyle, and keeping the air clean for the
rest of us.
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Preparing for Health Reform
As we prepare for the new federal
Affordable Care Act and the changing state
program of Health Insurance Exchange, we will
also need to examine how they will affect the
success and effectiveness of our programs here
at Port Gamble. We are looking at being
prepared for the Medicaid expansion and its
effect on our work here. Much of what we will
pattern our health insurance enrollment policy
after will be based on our Basic Health Plan
experience and paying for Medicare Part B
(physician care) and D (prescription benefit).
Reforms in
place today You
will hear a lot about
the upcoming
changes in the
media. It can be
confusing. We will
manage the changes
for you, but want
you to be
connected. If you
have any questions,
please check with the Port Gamble Health
Department or with the clinic when you come in
for your next appointment. We are here to serve
your needs. That is really all you need to know.

...No one can
be denied
health insurance
if they
are sick...

individuals and small businesses can buy
affordable and qualified health benefit plans.
Open enrollment begins in the fall of 2013.
Under consideration is sponsorship of tribal
members for that premium.

What’s coming in 2014 – New benefits
•

No one can be denied health insurance if
they are sick

•

You can keep the plan you have or buy
one through Washington’s Health
Benefit Exchange, now called
HealthPlanFinder.

•

All health plans will cover essential
health benefits(www.healthcare.gov)

Who is required to have insurance?
•

Most people, but not tribal members,
must have health insurance by 2014 or
pay a fine of $95 for each household
member up to three, or up to 1 percent
of your household income, whichever is
great

•

No out-of-pocket costs for preventive
services

•

•

Children can’t be denied health
insurance if they are sick

In 2015, the fine increases to $325 or 2
percent of your household income

•

•

No caps on lifetime benefits

In 2017, the fine increases to $695 or 2.5
percent of your household income

•

Young adults can stay on their parents’
plan up to age twenty-six

•

Your plan can’t be canceled or
rescinded, except in the case of fraud

•

A temporary health plan for people with
pre-existing health conditions (PCIPWA)

An Exchange is a new transparent and
competitive insurance marketplace where
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In Remembrance . . .

As a progressive and proactive tribe, Port
Gamble staff has been working together in a
partnership with the Swinomish Tribe and the
State Health Benefit Exchange to ensure that all
Tribes get what they need from the new Health
insurance plan that all state residents will be
eligible for and continue our good working
relationship with the state.

Here is some of what you may hear about
these changes.

What’s coming in 2013 – Affordable
Insurance Exchanges

Around the Reservation . . .

Help paying for coverage
We will soon be asking for community input
about potential tribal sponsorship for premiums.
•

Tax credits for individuals earning up to
$44,680 and up to $92,200 for a family
of four will help pay for coverage

•

Washington State could expand
Medicaid to cover childless adults who
earn less than $14,856

More to come,
Stay tuned!

Marian Sparks
Anthony Adams
and Marian Sparks
On the evening of November 14th,

both the Port Gamble S’Klallam and
Suquamish Tribal communities were struck
by the deaths of Anthony Adams and Marian
Sparks in a tragic automobile accident.
Married as teenagers in 1987, Anthony
and Marion have two sons, Anthony Jr.
and Steven, and two daughters, Maylene
and Domonique. They also have six
grandchildren. Besides their own children
and grandchildren, they provided a safe
haven and hot meal for many other young
people throughout the years.
The strong commitment Marian and
Anthony had to their recovery group, Fifth
Tradition, was an inspiration to others
who were struggling with addiction. They

Anthony Adams
provided support and encouragement by
chairing meetings, providing transportation
and sponsorship. Marian cooked breakfast
on Sunday mornings for their 5T home
group in Kingston.
The couple was also part of the Sacred
Water Canoe Family, regularly blessing that
group with hot meals as well.
Even with all
their community
involvement,
Anthony and
Marian’s main
focus was the
incredible love
they had for
each other and
for their family.
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What You Need to Know About

Global Warming

and Climate Change
What is global warming?
To put it simply, global warming is the gradual
rising of the Earth’s temperature. Since 1900, the
whole planet has warmed up only by around 0.8
degrees Celsius. By the end of the 21st century,
however, global warming is likely to cause an
increase in Earth’s temperature
of around 2–5 degrees Celsius.
A 5-degree warming might not
sound like much to worry
about, but 5 degrees is roughly
how much difference there is
between the world as it is today
and as it was during the last Ice
Age. In other words, when we
came out of the Ice Age, the
planet warmed by 5 degrees
over about 5000 years.

What causes
global warming?

through to warm the surface of the Earth below.
The warm ground emits heat back up towards
space where some is allowed to pass through and
some gets reflected back to Earth by the
greenhouse lens (sound a little more like your
vegetable greenhouse now?). This traps the heat
and keeps the Earth about 33%
warmer than it would be
otherwise. This warmth is what
allows life on Earth to exist;
otherwise it would be too cold.

The sun’s heat gets trapped

So, if the greenhouse effect is
what sustains life how could it
be a bad thing? In burning fossil
fuels and removing trees and
plants that circulate carbon
dioxide humans have been
releasing TOO many greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere.
Carbon dioxide emissions float
up to the lens, join it and make
the lens just a little thicker day
by day. As a result, more of the
sun’s heat gets trapped inside
and the temperature of the Earth
continues to rise.

Once again - to put it simply humans! Due to human activities inside and the temperature of
such as deforestation and the
the Earth continues to rise.
burning of fossil fuels there is a
substantially higher concentration of greenhouse
Fact: Thanks to all the fossil fuels we burn, there
gases in our atmosphere. These gases absorb and
is now more carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
reflect radiation (like that from the sun) and
than at any time in the last 420,000 years.
therefore greatly affect the temperature of the
Earth. Global warming is caused by something
What is climate change?
called, “the Greenhouse Effect.”
Earth’s weather is powered by major ocean
What is the Greenhouse Effect?
currents and the Sun. As general ocean
temperatures warm up, the climate becomes
Earth’s atmosphere behaves like a giant
unstable, breaking apart the Earth’s great “air
greenhouse. The greenhouse gases we mentioned
conditioning” system, which leads to climate
above do occur naturally, high up in the
chaos. Climate Change is ultimately the broader
atmosphere, and are actually responsible for life
result of Global Warming. “Climate Change” is
on Earth as we know it! They wrap around the
also a better descriptive term as many places
planet like a giant lens, letting the sun’s rays pass
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have colder, more extreme winter weather
patterns and many people have a hard a time
understanding how these conditions fit in to
“global warming.”
The temperature variations between one part of
the world and another cause differences in air
pressure, producing winds, storms, and even
hurricanes. The Sun’s heat also warms the seas
unevenly, driving ocean currents—which, in
some ways, are like underwater winds—from
one place to another. With greenhouse gases
increasing the amount of heat retained by the sun
on the surface of the Earth, scientists believe a
change in weather patterns is inevitable (and
already upon us!). This does not necessarily
mean that all places on Earth will get hotter but
rather that most places will start to see more
erratic and unpredictable weather.
The steady rise of sea levels as well as the
recession of glaciers and polar ice caps are the
best documented proof of climate change at this
time. Currently the world’s sea levels are rising
at nearly 1 inch per decade but scientists claim
that if certain trends continue the ocean could be
rising by 4 inches to 3 feet by 2100. According
to the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment
(ACIA), sea ice in the Arctic has reduced by
about 8 percent over the last 30 years—that
means an area of ice the size of Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark (or Texas and Arizona)
combined has now disappeared.

What are the impacts on Port Gamble
and the S’Klallam people?
Recorded history shows that the Hood Canal has
long been productive enough to support
S’Klallam tribes all year long. However,
techniques introduced with the arrival of EuroAmericans in the 1850’s have resulted in habitat
degradation, pollution and depletion of natural
resources. Hood Canal has the slowest water
circulation of any body of water in the Puget
Sound basins. Poor water exchange, habitat
degradation, and pollution has caused the Hood
Canal to suffer from low dissolved oxygen and
even hypoxia in extreme cases.
As was discussed above, increased temperatures
will affect weather as well as sea temperature. Over
the last 100 years the Puget Sound region warmed
at a rate greater than the global trend. The global
average annual temperature increased over 2.3

...Poor water exchange, habitat degradation,
and pollution has caused the Hood Canal to
suffer from low dissolved oxygen and even
hypoxia in extreme cases ...
degrees Fahrenheit during the 20th century while
every climate record in the Puget Sound region
showed a warming trend of over 2.7 degrees
Fahrenheit since the 1950’s. Hypoxia is often
caused by Harmful Algae Blooms which thrive in
warmer, nutrient-rich water. HAB’s are responsible
for red tide and are among the root causes of
hypoxia (and therefore fish and shellfish kills).
Increased temperatures
have also reduced
snowpack in the
mountains for which the
canal depends upon for
circulation. Lack of
snowmelt keeps the canal
temperatures high and
poor circulation caused
by the decreased flow of
water into the canal
increases the dissolved oxygen problem.
Furthermore, climate change is expected to cause
more winter precipitation to fall as rain rather than
snow here in the Puget Sound. This decreased
snowpack, increased rain amounts, and earlier
snowmelt is likely to further stress salmon with
lower summer and fall stream flows and an
increased potential for winter flooding.
As the oceans rise, so will the waters of Hood
Canal. The rising levels may not seem like
much but to many animals who rely on certain
types of habitats to feed, reproduce and live, the
loss of their nearshore and coastal homes could
be devastating.
A.K. Snover, author of Uncertain Future: Climate
Change and its Effect on Puget Sound, states
“aquatic ecosystems like Hood Canal that are
sensitive to both temperature and precipitation
trends are going to be altered by a 21st century
climate; a climate which will be quite different
than what the plants and animals have adapted to
over the last several thousand years.”
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